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International Fascism Theories Causes And
A]lienation, deterioration of community, breakdown of authority, free-floating anxiety, and economic insecurity… Yes, warnings of resurgent fascism from either side of the aisle smack of delusion and ...
Fake Fascism and the Quest for Community.
mocking conspiracy theories (and there are a lot of them around ... This refers to people who believe 5G masts cause illness. “There were anti-vax communities…There were far-right influencer ...
Six common conspiracy theories and why it’s pointless to argue with them
However, the need for such a chapter is made pressing by the fact that, with the possible exception of ‘ideology’, there can be no term in the political lexicon which has generated more conflicting ...
Fascism and Theatre: Comparative Studies on the Aesthetics and Politics of Performance in Europe, 1925-1945
What has received less scrutiny is how it would also brand as anti-Semitic critiques of Zionism and Israeli policy expressed by Jews, including Israelis, for decades. This definition of anti-Semitism, ...
Warnings of Israeli fascism should be heeded, not condemned
The troubling reality is that American fascism ... cause, and Christian nationalists. Add the worship of Trump, and it is a cult of the leader. What is the role of the QAnon conspiracy theory ...
Philosopher Jason Stanley: Fascism's definitely not beaten — but there's reason for hope
Manchester received between seven and eight thousand refugees from Fascist Europe. They included Jewish academics expelled from ...
Jews and other foreigners: Manchester and the rescue of the victims of European Fascism, 1933–40
Q2 2021 Earnings CallMay 6, 2021, 4:30 p.m. ETContents: Prepared Remarks Questions and Answers Call Participants Prepared Remarks: OperatorGood afternoon, and welcome to Enanta Pharmaceuticals ...
Enanta Pharmaceuticals Inc (ENTA) Q2 2021 Earnings Call Transcript
Bitcoin promotes a better society that depends upon personal responsibility more than anything else. A better society depends upon personal responsibility more than anything else. Without personal ...
The Inconvenient Truth Of Bitcoin
Brazilian President Jair Bolsonaro has caused another international stir by claiming that COVID-19 was created as part of "biological warfare," according to reports.
Brazilian President Jair Bolsonaro suggests coronavirus made in lab to wage 'biological warfare': reports
This includes all animals and plants, as well as people from every walk of life. If this cause — born out of love and shared understanding — is not central to all environmental work ...
Beware of ecofascism: COVID-19 will not cure our environmental issues
Conspiracy theories are political currency. They are used by governments, special interests and fringe groups to foment distrust in institutions, push agendas and rewrite history. They can leave ...
Post-Truth Politics: Demystifying Conspiracy Theories
had brought Pakistan’s firm commitment to the Kashmir cause into the sharp focus of the international community. He said that the Jammu and Kashmir issue was fully alive at the UN — it is on ...
‘Pakistan’s diplomacy exposed India’s fascism in Kashmir and region’
was the impact of fascism — this time US-style. It was pressure from the Klan and its political allies in 1924 that had pushed Congress to enforce strict annual quotas limiting immigration from ...
Karl Polanyi’s Great Transformation and the Countermovement to Capitalism
The couple have given to the Hebrew Academy, a local Jewish day school, and to Jewish Adoption and Family Care Options, which administers to abused, neglected and at-risk children.
Couple at center of anti-vax school controversy gave to Jewish causes
By Norimitsu Onishi and Constant Méheut PARIS — A powerful government minister recently condemned it as an organization whose activities are racist and could lead to “fascism.” Lawmakers ...
An Outspoken Student Union Positions Itself at the Vanguard of a Changing France
Christina Maxouris reports for CNN that: The B117 variant, first spotted in the UK, is more contagious, may cause more severe ... very few reports of clots. The International Society on Thrombosis ...
Brazil records almost 58,000 deaths in a month; French schools to close for three weeks - as it happened
(PORTLAND TRIBUNE) — A syndicated conservative radio host took aim at the Newberg School District during a recent broadcast, drumming up theories ... of the history of fascism in Europe and ...
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Lars Larson slams teacher who said ‘we should all be antifa’
Freedom was on the ropes and fascism looked like an unstoppable force ... is today’s greatest threat to America. Poisonous theories, this time rooted in Marxism, promise “equity” but ...
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